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Membership

What IEAGHG does
• Technical evaluations of mitigation options

• Comparative analyses with standardised baseline
• Assist international co-operation

• International research networks
• Assist technology implementation

• Near market research
• GCCSI
• Disseminate information

Global Context

•

International
Policy Setting
•

IEAGHG

•
•

Implementation
actions

National/Corporate
policy setting
National/Corporate
research programmes

Technical Evaluations
• Recently reported

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Safety in capture and
transport
Improved solvent
scrubbing processes
Site characterisation
criteria
Storage capacity
coefficients
Well integrity
Biomass CCS
Operating flexibility of
power plants with CCS

• Underway

•
•
•
•
•
•

Removal of impurities from
CO2
CCS Life cycle analysis
Best practice guidelines for
site characterisation
Pipeline infrastructure
Injection strategies for CO2
storage sites
Prospects for storage of
CO2 in EOR

International Cooperation
Research networks

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

• Practical R,D & D

Post combustion capture
• Weyburn-Midale Canada
Oxyfuel
• CO2SINK, Germany
Solid Looping
• CO2Remove
Operational flexibility and
• Dynamis
system integration - NEW
• MOVECBM, Poland
Monitoring and modelling • Supporting Activities
of CO2 injection
•
CATO-2
Well bore integrity
•
UK CCS Competition
Risk Assessment
•
Regional Partnerships
Communications research programme
NEW

Implementation
• International Bodies

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

London
Convention/OSPAR
UNFCCC/SBSTA
IEA/CSLF/GCCSI G8
EU ZEP
CSLF Technical Group
FENCO-ERA
UNIDO

• Direct activities

•
•
•

GCCSI
IEA Regulators network
International Summer
School series
o Mentored programmes at
GHGT conferences

Dissemination

www.ieaghg.org

GHGT-10
16th – 19th September
2010 Amsterdam,
The Netherlands.
www.ghgt.info

Moving to demonstration
• Full scale demonstration of CCS is needed to
establish confidence in the technology
• The G8 have set the goal of 20 demonstration
projects by 2020
• The IEA CCS Road Map has set out the case for
100 demonstration projects by 2020 and
3000 by 2050.

Challenges – Policy level
• Establishing regulatory frameworks

• Regulations in Australia, EC, UK and USA underway
• Financing early demonstration

• Need Governmental support for demonstration
•

projects
How will we finance CCS in the future?

• Gaining public support

• “No to Clean Coal” lobby

Finances
• Government finance needed to support
demonstration projects

• Australia, Clean Energy Initiatives Programme
• CCS Flagship Program
• A$2.0 billion to fund 2 – 4 industrial-scale CCS projects

• Canada,C$1 billion clean energy fund
• Alberta has earmarked C$2 billion for CCS projects

• USA
• $1bn for CCS projects, $1bn for FutureGen and $1bn for
industrial CCS projects

• European Energy Recovery Programme
• €1 billion to six CCS projects

Future Challenges
• Need to find routes to unblock delays with
demonstration projects

• Permitting issues
• Rights of way
• Need to gain public support for CCS
• Need financial mechanism for support in
developing countries

• CDM
• Replaced by Copenhagen “Green Fund”

We need to deploy CCS in power
and industrial sectors

Technical Status in Power
Sector
• Post combustion capture demonstrated at
1Mt scale on natural gas
• Pilot plants on flue gas need to be scaled up

• Pre combustion capture (IGCCS) not yet
demonstrated in integrated mode at scale
• Oxy fuel
• Pilot plants need to demonstrate technology then
scale up needed

Energy Efficiency Penalty
• Adding CCS to a power plant will result in a reduction in power
plant efficiency of between 4 and 10%
• Development of CCS in the power sector must go hand in hand with
increased efficiency – EC policy
• We advocate deploying CCS only on the most efficient power plant
• Coal plant (state of art)
• 47% LHV (sea water cooling)
• 43% LHV on lignite
• Higher temperatures will take to 50% LHV

•

Gas Fired plant (state of art)
• 55% LHV
• New turbine designs will take this to 60% LHV

Challenges - Costs
• Currently capture costs about 75% of CCS
project costs
• Studies by IEA GHG on plant replication have
indicated that costs could decrease by 10-40%
• Technology developments could drive this
lower – EC R&D targeting 70% reduction
• Offsetting this is the increase in equipment
/labour costs seen in the last 2 years have
raised plant costs by 7-20%

Other Industrial Sectors
• Recently looked at cement industry
• Technically feasible to introduce CCS technology
into cement plants
• Costs are high with PC Capture
• €107/t CO2 avoided for a typical EU plant
• €60/t CO2 avoided for a typical Asian plant
• Integration could halve costs

• May be commercial implications for CCS deployment
• 50% of current cement production in China

• Steel industry study underway

Challenges - Transport
• Financing the infrastructure

• Government?
• Industry?
•
•
•
•
•

Allowing unrestricted access
Avoiding filling up nearest reservoirs first
Impacts of impurities
Gas blends?
Monitoring and liability for leakage?

Challenges - Geology
• Long term monitoring needs?
• Storage capacity – is there enough?
• Need to rely on aquifers

• Addressing security
• Pressurisation impacts?
• Brine displacement/water contamination?

Public Engagement
• Need to learn from both positive and adverse
experiences

• US study from Regional Partnerships Programme
• Barendrecht, the Netherlands
• Communications research network
established by GCCSI and IEAGHG

• Aims to share experiences and establish best
practise guidelines

OPEC/IEAGHG CCS Workshop
- Summary
• This workshop was proposed to IEAGHG by OPEC aiming to
introduce scientists and professionals in OPEC member
countries with a general overview of the complete CCS chain
• The Ministry of Energy and Mines together with Sonatrach,
hosted the workshop in Hassi Messaoud, Algeria.
• The organizing committee included members form IEAGHG,
OPEC, the Ministry of Energy and Mines and Sonatrach.
• The workshop was held from the 16th to 20th of November,
2009 and attracted over 25 delegates from 7 countries (Qatar,
Algeria, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Libya, and UAE)

Major topics
•

The workshop included 4 days of technical sessions to cover major CCS
Including:

•
•
•
•
•

Special focus was given to the major large scale case studies:

•
•
•
•
•

In Salah,
Sleipner,
Weyburn
Abu Dhabi DF

The group working activity discussed the following three general CCS
questions:

•
•
•
•

CO2 capture technologies,
Transport and storage,
CCS financial, legal and safety status,
public acceptance

Group 1: Can CCS be part of an integrated, sustainable and secure energy system?
Group 2: Is CCS a viable option for developing countries?
Group 3: Is EOR a distraction to CCS development?

Site visit to In Salah location.

Evaluation and feedback
•

The programme of the workshop was fully achieved and well received from
participants.

•

The main topics of interest were: CO2 storage, EOR, injection, monitoring techniques
and status and the general CCS topics (financial support, HSE, legal and political
status and public)

•

The participants showed great satisfaction in the workshop sessions, content and
programme, which met their expectations to a very good level.

Options for future IEAGHGOPEC activities
• CCS workshop/training format with special focus on oil and gas
sectors.
• Topic-specific workshop or meetings: For example, CDM and
carbon trading scheme, CO2 removal in oil and gas (e.g.
associated gases, natural gas treatment), technology or country
specific topics.
• Direct cooperation and knowledge exchange with IEAGHG:
o IEAGHG’s team involvement in the OPEC’s CCS/energy R&D teams meeting and
activities either on the OPEC organisation level or on the level of each country
depending on their own interest
o Professionals from OPEC member countries as secondments at IEAGHG.

Thank You
New web site: www.ieaghg.org
See you at GHGT-10 www.ghgt.info

